Horseshoe Vetch and poaching
Extracts from Nibblers online discussion group
Does anybody have a site that is grazed by cattle or horses that contains
> horseshoe vetch, We have someone very concerned about over poaching on a site
> that we hope to graze this autumn. It would be good to have knowledge of
> another site that has been grazed whilst containing this species.
Lynnie
----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------Hi Ian - you do not say what the wildlife interest of the site is ........
but assuming it is more than just the horseshoe vetch as a plant per se and you
have butteffly interest then, .....
- grazing horseshoe vetch swards with cattle is fine. It keeps it strong and
vigorous as a ground hugging growth form.
- variations of summer growth height around say about 0 to 2 cms for adonis
blue or 2 to 5 cms for chalk hill blues.
- cattle can do a great job. On the southern chalk in Hampshire we used to
graze only autumn (November onwards) and early winter to get the sward height
nicely down before the next spring. On these sites no need for summer grazing as
very low productivity sward.
A bit of bare ground for hot spots and for egglaying on the horseshoe vetch
that grows around and into the hoof prints is helpful. We used to have as much
as 15 to 30% hoof marks by end of grazing in December.... but watch out for
more harmful poaching in wet weather.
See also more detail in species accounts in Focus on Nature Conservation No
17 - The management of chalk grassland for butterflies' NCC 1986 John
I have been following the poaching postings with interest. Pony grazing has
been dogged in the past by the notion that it will poach land, a myth grown
from the overstocked pony paddocks of riding schools etc. In reality most
people now realise poaching is mainly related to stocking density and
ground conditions. Obviously the weight of individuals plays a part as well
as age. Youngsters like to bounce about a bit more! I'm not sure if there
are breed differences also with regard to cattle. Thoroughbred race horses
are
more likely to raz about than native ponies, for example.
It is possible to damage sward infra-structure and plant species by over
stocking with any grazing animal in wet winter conditions particularly. As
your owner seems to be particularly worried about poaching
for some reason, maybe it would be an idea to start the grazing in March or
April with only a very few animals (when the grass hasn't started to grow
properly) and
increase numbers during the flush? Also decrease sharply again before Nov.
Better to be on the side of caution!
I suppose that the owner knows that no grazing would have a dimishing
effect on all the flowering plants and that a little poaching can be
beneficial for reseeding?
Lynnie, not sure if you are using cattle or ponies?
Margaret.

EPIC epic@exmoorpony.org
Hi Lynnie
>
> The following from Sarah might help?
>
> Cheers
>
> David
>
> To be honest, I haven't actually got anything specific on poaching and
> horseshoe vetch! I've attached some photos of the vetch in flower,
> which
> show that it is doing OK. The plot sizes marked out in the photos are
> 50x50m. There is also limited quadrat data available for those plots
> which show that vetch occurred within 48% of the quadrats surveyed in
> plot 1, 10% of the quadrats in plot 2 and 99% of the quadrats in plot
> 3.
> In case you're interested, plot 1 was in unit 1, plot 2 was in unit 6
> and plot 3 was in unit 5 (just below where the track comes down the
> hill).
>
> Hope this is helpful!
>
> Sarah
Thanks v much this is exactly what we where hoping to find out, Any
> chance of accessing your students reaserch for added amunition.
> Lynnie
>
> David Burton wrote:
>
> >> Prescombe Down is extensively grazed by cattle from March/April to
> November/December. Light poaching on steep slopes OK but hammering it is
> not a good idea for anything really. We had literally thousands of
> Adonis Blue tucking into horseshoe vetch last year and PhD student
> reports lots of food plant...main problem undergrazing in one of the
> units.
> >>
> >> Cheers
> >>
> >> David

